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What gets integrated in integrative scientific practices has been a topic of much discussion. Traditional
views focus on theories and explanations, with ideas of reduction and unification dominating the conver-
sation. More recent ideas focus on disciplines, fields, or specialties; models, mechanisms, or methods;
phenomena, problems. How integration works looks different on each of these views since the objects
of integration are ontologically and epistemically various: statements, boundary conditions, practices,
protocols, methods, variables, parameters, domains, laboratories, and questions all have their own struc-
tures, functions and logics. I focus on one particular kind of scientific practice, integration of ‘‘approaches’’
in the context of a research system operating on a special kind of ‘‘platform.’’ Rather than trace a network
of interactions among people, practices, and theoretical entities to be integrated, in this essay I focus on
the work of a single investigator, David Wake. I describe Wake’s practice of integrative evolutionary biol-
ogy and how his integration of approaches among biological specialties worked in tandem with his devel-
opment of the salamanders as a model taxon, which he used as a platform to solve, re-work and update
problems that would not have been solved so well by non-integrative approaches. The larger goal of the
project to which this paper contributes is a counter-narrative to the story of 20th century life sciences as
the rise and march of the model organisms and decline of natural history.
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1. Introduction

Science is a collective, social practice, so unrepeated, unshared
kinds of events and activities are rarely of sustained focal interest.
Some scientific ‘‘results’’—interpretations of data—are products of
scientific work in ways similar to how new computers or old cars
are products of industry, in that they are continually re-worked
rather than simply used and left to consumers to discard when
their useful lives as originally configured are spent. Each involves
a continual stream of updates, upgrades or replacement parts
and an on-going relationship to the manufacturer (industry) or
sources of data (science). Of course, most scientific results, like
most scholarly products, are rarely or never used at all, but impor-
tant results are updated and travel within specialties and across
disciplinary borders. In the process, they are often reanalyzed
using new methods, augmented or embellished with new data
ll rights reserved.
and new kinds of data, reinterpreted according to new theories
or models as new results, or translated from familiar results in
one specialty into fresh insights in another specialty (Howlett &
Morgan, 2011).

One larger goal of the project to which this paper contributes is
a counter-narrative to the story of 20th century life sciences as the
rise and march of the model organisms and decline of natural his-
tory. This paper focuses on two features of especially dynamic and
even fragile products of science: re-worked scientific problem
solutions resulting from integration of approaches distributed
among scientific specialties, together with the role of model sys-
tems in re-working scientific problem solutions. I focus on a single
case as a means of characterizing these features: the re-working of
results of studies on the evolution of salamander tongues from the
1960s to the present by one group of researchers led by David
Wake (Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley), a founder of
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evo-devo (Griesemer, in press). The goal of the paper is not a gen-
eral philosophical argument based on a survey of cases or philo-
sophical positions, but rather a detailed description of a
phenomenon in need of systematic and comparative study as part
of the larger project of understanding integration practices in the
life sciences. In what follows, it will not always be easy to discern
whether a concept is an ‘‘actor’s category’’ or an ‘‘analytical’’ one of
my own invention. Indeed, the distinction in this case is artificial
since my historical subject is himself a conceptual ‘‘analyst’’ and
philosophically sensitive empirical scientist. As in much recent lit-
erature in the history of modern life sciences, actors’ categories
such as ‘‘model organism,’’ have become flexible, fluid analytical
categories as well. Moreover, the goal of this paper is not to inter-
rogate the philosophical foundations or justifications of Wake’s
concepts and arguments, but rather to display how they were de-
signed to work, so it will also be difficult at times to discern the
broader counter-narrative I seek to develop. That larger narrative
requires a more expansive and elaborated conceptual framework
and detailed, comparative study of many cases that is beyond the
scope of this paper.

The main result of this paper is a working hypothesis extrap-
olated from the case study: initial integration of a novel collection
of approaches into a distinctive integrative practice may be corre-
lated with the development of a ‘‘research platform’’ and, since
the later 20th century at least, that the formation of new special-
ties may typically be organized around platform-development and
the distinctive emergence of an integration of approaches. A
research platform is a collection of conventions for the use of
material circumstances, conditions or resources to which
researchers commit for the sake of regulating and standardizing
their work practices and procedures. Just as technological devel-
opment may well be typified by combinations of old technologies
(Arthur, 2009), the institutional development of new scientific
specialties may well be typified by novel combinations of ap-
proaches, where an ‘‘approach’’ applies methods to the materials
of a research platform to solve problems. It is perhaps likely that
those involved in the initiation of the special type of research
platform and system based on what are known as ‘‘model organ-
isms’’ are doomed to become jacks of at least several trades, since
in the early days, part of the buy-in, lock-in or entrenchment of a
model platform is surely the demonstration that it can be used for
more purposes than those that suited the founders. While ‘‘model
organism’’ might once have meant a model for a particular phe-
nomenon, in the later 20th century, ‘‘model organisms’’ have
come to serve as platforms for a wider range of research prob-
lems, often pursued by distinct specialties, whose interaction is
facilitated by their shared materials and ‘‘common knowledge’’
(see Gerson, this volume). At the same time, this tandem develop-
ment of model platform and integrative approach no doubt cre-
ates opportunities and mutual dependencies that promote the
emergence of new forms of scientific work organization, discover-
ies, and theories.

Over his career, beginning with the 1966 publication of his dis-
sertation on the comparative osteology and evolution of the Pleth-
odontid salamanders, Wake produced several major scientific
results on the biology of salamanders with broader implications
1 For a fairly complete list of Wake’s publications with some pdf links up to 2012, see h
2 Wake’s work to reorganize institutions and organizations related to his research progra

this essay, but very important to the general picture of integration in his areas of biology. A f
arguments of researchers in other specialties, those whom Wake recruited to his group, mus
methodological level in conferences and publications. Although integration of the various
partial material and preliminary sketch presented here, Wake’s example is important beca
approach to research.

3 I use the term ‘model taxon’ to connote a taxon that is used as a model. Since single
however, is aimed at model taxa more inclusive than single species in order to emphasize
Griesemer (in press) for further discussion.
at the intersection of morphology, functional biology, evolutionary
biology, and systematics (among others). The more prominent of
these major results concerned various body parts, functional body
subsystems, and theoretical concepts: tongue, head and cranial
nerves involved in the feeding system; lungs and the evolution of
lunglessness; autopodia (hand, foot, wrist, and ankle) involved in
modes of locomotion and habitat use; body size evolution includ-
ing miniaturization; modes of development (direct vs. larval); gen-
ome and cell size and developmental rates; homoplasy;
pedomorphosis and shifts of developmental timing; developmen-
tal constraints; speciation and species concepts.1 In describing his
detailed, technical work as ‘‘evolutionary morphology’’ (Wake,
1982a), Wake sought to relate evolutionary patterns and processes
to ecological, genetic, and behavioral, as well as developmental
mechanisms and processes that causally underlie them. Each of
the major results was present in some form in Wake’s dissertation
and was reworked throughout the decades; each was accompanied
by ‘‘metawork’’—work to organize work to be done (see Gerson, this
issue)—in the form of critical review, survey, and reflection papers
arguing for a reorganization of organismal biology in terms of inte-
grative practices that combine approaches across specialties.2 Some
of that metawork involved what I will here call the ‘‘export’’ of meth-
odological lessons from his own specialty that Wake drew from his
studies of salamanders. Wake argued tirelessly that these lessons ap-
ply to a wide array of single-approach studies across many evolu-
tionary specialties. Export is a distinctive mode of generalization
involving an epistemic argument about methodology aimed at pro-
moting specialty-crossing approaches in order to better elucidate
causes and mechanisms in complex cases requiring integration of
methods (see also Griesemer, in press).

As new phylogenetic and molecular methods emerged and new
approaches to hypothesis formation and testing were articulated,
solutions to scientific problems such as how projectile salamander
tongues evolved were reassessed to take advantage of new meth-
ods, new data, and new modes of inference. Through nearly fifty
years of such changes (so far), Wake argued that problem-solving
approaches of the several specialties needed to take cognizance
of and reform practices in light of what other approaches could
contribute (e.g. Autumn, Ryan, & Wake, 2002; Wake, 1982a,
1982b, 1991, 2009; Wake & Larson, 1987; Wake, Mabee, Hanken,
& Wagner, 1991). The limitations of approaches from each of the
specialties did not tend merely to yield partial or incomplete re-
sults (see Darden & Maull, 1977); Wake argued that, when ap-
proached from the perspective of a single specialty, these
problems were likely to receive demonstrably incorrect solutions,
that is: they tend to get the story of interacting causal mechanisms
wrong (Autumn et al., 2002).

Wake and colleagues developed and used the whole family of
lungless salamanders, Plethodontidae, as a model taxon—the mate-
rial platform for a research system on which to conduct their inte-
grative science.3 The role of this family of salamander species (and
indeed, the entire order Caudata) as a platform began to take shape
in Wake’s dissertation work at the University of Southern California
(1959–1964), developed into a basis for integrative work in compar-
ative anatomy, functional morphology and evolutionary morphology
at the University of Chicago (1964–1969), and became a full-blown
ttp://ib.berkeley.edu/labs/wake/Papers.html.
m, such as journals, societies, and departments at his university, is beyond the scope of
urther limitation of this paper is that it does not trace reactions to Wake’s findings and
eum, or research platform, nor those with whom he interacted at a more theoretical or
specialties with which Wake concerned himself cannot be fully understood from the
use it documents the tandem development of a research platform and an integrative

species are taxa, model organisms are a limiting case of model taxa. My argument,
what is distinctive about the uses of more inclusive groups as model platforms. See

http://ib.berkeley.edu/labs/wake/Papers.html
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model taxon to which nearly any problem of vertebrate biology
could be addressed at the University of California-Berkeley’s Mu-
seum of Vertebrate Zoology (MVZ) (1969-present), from reproduc-
tive physiology, to osteology, to neuroanatomy, to molecular and
cellular developmental biology, to population ecology, genetics and
evolution.

Model taxa (Griesemer, in press) are an especially good subject
for studying integration practices in biology because they are con-
structed when phenomena and problems call for comparative
treatment. Neither one-shot studies nor a life-time of research on
a single species by one researcher can span the range of work,
and approaches, needed for the best and most effective compara-
tive studies. A research platform is a basis for on-going study of
problems and phenomena. Model higher taxa (as opposed to single
species model organisms) invite comparative studies, both among
species within the model and with other taxa, by explicitly
acknowledging and focusing on variation within and beyond the
model.

Comparative studies, moreover, invite integrative approaches
because problems and methods addressed to one source of mate-
rial by one researcher, group or specialty may diverge from those
of others addressed to other sources of materials.4 Divergence of
approaches can happen for a variety of reasons including differences
in training and interests of researchers or sponsors and practical
needs and interests of other stakeholders in the science; previous lo-
cal results; and adoption of different tools, methods and findings
from other specialties. In order to compare, the divergences must
be addressed. To the uninitiated, salamanders look more or less alike
(in part because they are ‘‘a conservative group with an ancient her-
itage,’’ Lombard & Wake, 1977, p. 73). The lessons salamander biol-
ogists have drawn from their studies, however, involve problems,
methods, models, and instruments from a much wider range of spe-
cialties and fields and thus their comparative studies have a con-
commitantly wider range of implications than just for salamander
biology. In the case discussed, lungless salamanders evolved conver-
gently and convergence is a phenomenon of relationships among
taxa, so problems regarding trait and part evolution required com-
parative study among species. Wake’s development of a family of
salamander species as a platform opened further possibilities.
Wake’s interest in functional, structural and evolutionary aspects
of salamanders, in ontogeny and adulthood, functioning in a range
of environments, led him not only to take advantage of methods
and approaches of a variety of specialties, but also to offer specific
critiques and reforms of approaches in the specialties that informed
his research.

For example, Wake argued that evolutionary convergence is not
automatically evidence of natural selection at work, as was widely
accepted by specialists developing and adhering to the modern
synthetic theory of evolution, because developmental constraints
can produce the same pattern in comparative phylogenetic data
(Shubin & Wake, 1996; Wake, 1991). This is a lesson Wake worked
to export to evolutionary specialties which do not typically con-
sider development, e.g. behavioral ecology (see Autumn et al.,
2002). In arguing that constraints on the development of the sala-
mander foot entail that pedomorphosis (maturation in juvenile
condition) will result in the evolutionary loss of the fifth toe rather
than the first (as in frogs), Wake concluded that the fact that sala-
mander species converged independently on similar foot morphol-
ogies (four toes in front and five toes in back, and parallel
arguments about degree of webbing between the toes) is not good
evidence of adaptive forces at work on the feet (Autumn et al.,
2002, Jaekel and Wake, 2007). In making the argument that devel-
4 Although comparative studies have sometimes been used as means of working around
case in evolutionary morphology, which explicitly seeks to link evolutionary pattern an
developmental, ecological, and behavioral mechanisms.
opmental constraints rather than adaptation explains this evolu-
tionary pattern in most of the species of his model taxon, Wake
also generated a critique applicable to any specialty that uncriti-
cally accepted convergence as evidence of adaptation. In other
words, the scientific work of solving a problem about the causal
mechanisms producing an evolutionary pattern by integrating eco-
logical, morphological and developmental approaches, also sup-
plied an argument to be used in the ‘‘metawork’’ of organizing
integrative biology.

Gerson (this issue) argues that ‘‘Making the common knowl-
edge of intersecting specialties available to one another is an
especially important kind of metawork.’’ Wake’s critical and
review essays aimed to establish as common knowledge certain
features of his integrative approach that I describe as the
‘‘export’’ of lessons about the value of integrating approaches
(Griesemer, in press). Gerson aptly describes this situation as a
phase of the process of partial integration of specialties:
‘‘specialized protocols begin to appear, and begin to encapsulate
some of the metawork of the interaction among specialties. For
these reasons, effective contribution to the emerging body of
knowledge begins to require contributory and/or interactional
knowledge of the new findings.’’

In the following sections, I relate the notion of integration of ap-
proaches to various other discussions of integration in the litera-
ture. Then I discuss the case of Wake’s work on the evolution of
salamander tongues, followed by a brief concluding section.

2. Integration of what?

Scholars interested in the biological sciences have applied con-
cepts of scientific integration to a variety of objects or units of
investigation: fields and theories (Darden & Maull, 1977), disci-
plines (Bechtel, 1986, 2006), mechanisms, systems and processes
(Bechtel & Richardson, 2010), theories, models and explanations
(Mitchell, 2002, 2003, 2004), specialties (Gerson, this issue), prob-
lem agendas (Brigandt & Love, 2012a; Love, 2008a, 2008b), partic-
ular ideas from a certain combination of disciplines (Brigandt,
2010), and combinations of methodologies, data sets and explana-
tions (O’Malley, this issue; O’Malley & Soyer, 2012). Much litera-
ture on integration in biology is united by rejection of classical
conceptions of knowledge structure such as reductionism (Nagel,
1961, cf. Hull, 1974) or unificationism (Kitcher, 1989, 1999), re-
viewed by Brigandt and Love (2012b). Past efforts sought to pro-
duce general accounts or ‘‘regulative ideals’’ governing diverse
practices. The unity of opposition is fueled by the diversity re-
vealed in case studies of integration practices across the biological
sciences. The time may never be right for a unified understanding
of any science of complexity (Dupré, 1993; Galison & Stump, 1996).
It may nevertheless be productive to seek similarities as well as
differences among case studies of integrative practices, both to
empirically ground theoretical speculation and models of practice
and to articulate heuristic strategies that yield robust results, even
if no single, best, all-purpose account of integration practices is
possible.

In a recent essay, I argued that David Wake’s research program
in evolutionary morphology was organized around his develop-
ment and use of a model taxon—the salamanders—as a platform
from which to study a wide range of problems in evolutionary biol-
ogy (Griesemer, in press, see also Sunderland, submitted). Over his
career, Wake argued consistently for an integration of approaches,
but in a variety of historically changing theoretical idioms in which
changing research issues and approaches were debated over the
a lack of mechanistic knowledge or procedures in evolutionary biology, this is not the
d the causal processes governed by morphological mechanisms, including genetic,
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last half-century: form and function, comparison and experiment,
neo-Darwinism and structuralism, history and mechanism. His
arguments have ranged over most of the categories considered
by philosophers of science: disciplines (e.g. systematics, anatomy,
development), specialties (e.g. functional morphology, evolution-
ary morphology, biomechanics, behavioral ecology, population
genetics), and theoretical approaches (e.g. adaptive explanation,
developmental constraint explanation, phylogenetic inference), as
well as models and mechanisms, methods, data sets, and explana-
tions of patterns and processes manifest in phenomena of particu-
lar interest to Wake. The most consistent thread in Wake’s
description of integrative practices has been the integration of
approaches.

I view integration in the practice of science as the combina-
tion of methods, practices, approaches, procedures, or processes
of inquiry, worked together in a coordinated fashion by investi-
gators to solve a problem or complete a task. We can take an
‘‘approach’’ to be an empirical perspective on, or way of conduct-
ing, an appropriate practice, as opposed to a ‘‘theoretical
perspective’’—on how to build and interpret appropriate models
or theories (Griesemer, 2000). Approaches are most appropriately
aligned with scientific specialties. Population geneticists ap-
proach problems of evolution, for example, by considering organ-
isms in populations and studying changes in populations in
terms of changes in gene frequencies. Approaches can, of course,
involve theoretical perspectives, as when an empirical approach
to reconstructing evolutionary history includes a commitment
to cladistic methodology for phylogenetic inference. Theoretical
perspectives can also guide approaches, e.g. when a modeling
strategy requires particular empirical practices if experimental
materials are to be configured so as to suggest or satisfy theoret-
ical assumptions.

I distinguish between approaches and specialties. An approach
is a practice from a point of view, typically that of a specialty. If
an approach adopts methods, procedures, concepts, models, or the-
ories from another specialty or integrates (even partially) these
with elements of approaches from the home specialty, not all of
the assumptions and conventions of the specialty borrowed from
need be accepted. Indeed, it may be important to violate assump-
tions and conventions of one specialty in order to make use of a
borrowed or integrated approach in the context of a problem-solv-
ing agenda of another specialty. An example I discuss below con-
cerns Wake’s use of cladistic methodology in his comparative
evolutionary morphology. Salamanders are a model taxon for the
phenomenon of homoplasy—convergent, parallel, or reverse char-
acter evolution—yet cladistic methods using parsimony assumed
that homoplasy must be minimized and parsimony maximized in
building cladograms (hypotheses of phylogenetic relationships).
Wake rejects that assumption, even though the cladistic approach
to phylogeny reconstruction he integrates assumes it. Users of pop-
ulation genetics approaches also routinely violate or deny assump-
tions made by models of theoretical population genetics.5 Two
points are important to my account of Wake’s work: (1) an integra-
tive approach (using various models, methods, and so forth) can
treat as heuristic those assumptions that are required by the ap-
proaches of another specialty even if violations would count as
‘‘inference blockers’’ in the specialty borrowed from and, (2) because
of the heuristic value of (1), integration typically involves metawork
to organize and justify integrative work in ways that would be re-
5 For example: applying a model assuming infinite population size to data that, statist
assuming constancy of heritability in long-run evolutionary inferences.

6 Sunderland (submitted for publication) reviews the way in which Wake and colleagues
about speciation, species concepts, and the modern synthesis—came to serve as a test
speciation. Approaches became integrative with the advent of new molecular tools and
integrative approach as much as an effort to re-work answers to the biological question a
jected or challenged if practiced from a strict, within-specialty per-
spective. The work of arguing for heuristic treatment in integrative
approaches of presuppositions required within specialties borrowed
from is a form of metawork (as discussed above, see Gerson, this
volume).

I endorse arguments of Love, Brigandt, and Gerson treating inte-
gration as a local phenomenon relative to scientific problems and
problem agendas involving criteria of adequacy or acceptability
that play a role in coordination, cooperation and collaboration,
but focus on approaches as the units being integrated. I expand
consideration of criteria beyond explanation (Love, Brigandt) to in-
clude criteria for combined practices involving appropriate use of
tools and instruments, standardized procedures and protocols,
and, in general, conventional practices and common knowledge
(see Gerson, this issue, Gerson, in press) and data (see O’Malley,
this issue; O’Malley & Soyer, 2012) drawn from multiple
specialties.

Love (2008a) and Brigandt (2010), in focusing on explanatory
projects, argue that integration is not an aim in itself, but an aid
to problem-solving. My view is that, when integration of ap-
proaches functions as part of problem-solving, especially in re-
working old problem solutions, it can become a goal, in the sense
that forming an integrative interdisciplinary specialty can become
as important (and as worthy of credit in the scientific community)
as solving particular scientific problems. Finding integrative ways
of stating problems to be solved can be as important, in other
words, as solving the problems. In effect, old problems may be
re-worked with new approaches for the sake of discovering how
to integrate the approaches and to endorse such integration as a
standard of practice, as much as for the sake of re-solving the prob-
lem.6 That is, a goal of integration of approaches is to create the prac-
tices which can then be deployed to successfully solve problems. If
science is identified with research problem-solving rather than rec-
ognized as a diverse set of practices and activities, including the
business of crafting problem-solving approaches, then platform-
building and specialty-formation must be interpreted as means for
seeking problem solutions. I think it is important to recognize that
scientific achievement cannot be reduced to a single category of
activity. The development of a model organism or model taxon as
a platform for research can be a scientific achievement in its own
right, independent of any particular problem to be solved with its
use.

3. Working and re-working empirical results: the evolution of
tongues

In this section, I present the argument of the case study: that
commitment to a model taxon as a platform for a system of evolu-
tionary morphology research, together with David Wake’s compar-
ative approach, led him to articulate a vision of integrative biology
in which the re-working of each substantial solution to an empir-
ical problem over many decades supported the integration of ap-
proaches among biological specialties as new technologies,
concepts, theories, and data became available. Wake’s work was
instrumental to the emergence of evo-devo as an integration of
work on evolution, phylogenetics, and development by emphasiz-
ing themes of evolutionary novelty, homoplasy, heterochrony, and
developmental constraints as critical complements to the ap-
proaches of synthetic evolutionary theory and developmental
ically speaking, represents a small population; applying quantitative genetic models

’ work on the ‘‘ring species,’’ Ensatina eschscholtzii—an important exemplar in debates
platform for new methods and approaches to distinguishing species and to detect
‘‘re-solving’’ the Ensatina problem became a means of establishing and testing an

bout the species status of Ensatina.
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genetics (see Griesemer, in press). I support the argument with evi-
dence from one such problem solution, the evolution of projectile
feeding and the tongues of lungless salamanders (family Pletho-
dontidae), which Wake reworked for more than four decades.

Wake’s work with salamanders from the 1960s to the present
can be interpreted as the development and implementation of a
system of research in evolutionary morphology. The salamanders
serve Wake’s research system as a platform on which to formulate,
configure, and investigate phenomena and solve problems. As with
model organisms—single species developed as platforms for imple-
menting research systems—model taxa afford a variety of benefits
to researchers that are harder to achieve with larger-scope, taxo-
nomically eclectic, biological research programs organized around
problems, theories, or the widest taxonomic groups. Even Darwin,
one of the broadest and deepest biological thinkers of all time, con-
centrated his empirical efforts serially, to some extent, spending a
stretch of years devoted substantially to one group or another: bar-
nacles, pigeons, orchids, climbing plants, worms. Although model-
organism-based research might begin with a problem, such as
hereditary transmission from parents to offspring, by adopting
the nascent model as an ‘‘organism of convenience’’ and lashing
up an array of equipment, instruments, and practices to work with
it, full-scale model system research using a model organism as a
platform transcends any particular problem, line of work, or even
discipline and typically requires a network of communicating
researchers each implementing the system, contributing results
to a shared body of work and endorsing protocols and standards
that render the work reliable and comparable. Drosophila melano-
gaster may have had its start as a ‘‘genetic’’ organism (Allen,
1975; Kohler, 1994), but it now serves as a platform for research
in practically all areas of biology, from physiology, to neurobiology,
to behavior, to public health and disease; for development, ecol-
ogy, evolution, and, of course, the full range of genetics specialties
from molecular, to transmission, to population, to epigenetic; and
genomic specialties from genomics, to proteomics, to transcripto-
mics, to metabolomics.

One benefit of model systems work and commitment to a plat-
form that is salient to Wake’s development of the ‘‘salamander sys-
tem’’ and the argument of this paper is that it lowers the
opportunity cost for re-working solutions to scientific problems
when new technology, data, concepts, or theories become available
for empirical scientific use. Drosophila workers were in the fore-
front of the molecular epigenetics revolution in part because, as
an up-and-running genetics platform, it was available as well as
poised for use, i.e. well-characterized genetically and phenotypi-
cally. Wake’s commitment to salamanders as a platform broadened
and deepened when he moved from the University of Chicago,
where he served as a professor of anatomy (1964–1969), to the
University of California, Berkeley and its Museum of Vertebrate
Zoology, where he served as a professor of zoology and curator of
herpetology (1969–1998) and museum director (1971–1998). At
Chicago, a dominating instructional role as an anatomy teacher
would favor a small-scale churn of vertebrate material for dissec-
tion to teach anatomy to medical students, while at Berkeley, study
and use of the full range of the Order Caudata would be encouraged
in both teaching and research.7 Berkeley also gave Wake ‘‘access to a
broader array of approaches’’ (Wake, pers. comm. June 7, 2012). To
implement a research system in a research museum is to commit
to working with its curated specimens as a platform since collections
occupy center stage (Sunderland, 2012). Indeed, the role of the cura-
7 Although salamanders have a multi-continent distribution, the many species resident
Joseph Grinnell quite well, as did work on the tropical adaptive radiation in Latin America, f
see Sunderland (2012).

8 This is a sketch, it is only a sketch. Wake has published 385 papers and books at last che
it is a daunting task to keep up with the evolving story of just his published work, let alo
tor is to ensure that the material remain available, not only for use,
but for continual re-use (Grinnell, 1910, see also Griesemer, 1990).

Research systems implemented with a focal organism (species)
or taxon (clade) as a platform have additional, special characteris-
tics. Organisms and clades are themselves coherent systems of
interacting, highly organized parts. They, in effect, package or bun-
dle the problems that interest scientific researchers with others
that they may not even be aware of until they are well engaged
in a particular investigation. These problem packages afford oppor-
tunities as well as present challenges to researchers, who can
barely solve one problem without creating interest in others be-
cause the coupling of parts and activities, processes and behaviors
by organisms or components of clades means that any observation
or intervention to study one problem will have implications and
consequences for phenomena concerning other problems. While
a problem-oriented approach to scientific research may be genera-
tive, in that solving one problem may lead to asking another ques-
tion or discovering a new problem, the generativity of research
platforms—which Kohler (1994) described as the ‘‘breeder reactor’’
quality of genetic research with Drosophila in the Morgan lab—can
be much greater because many parts of complex, organized re-
search subjects will respond when any one of them is ‘‘poked,’’
so many problems are generated when any one is investigated.
Integration is not only about the epistemology of research, it is also
about the ontology of the research subjects. In the case of research
on organisms and clades, the integration of research subjects can
help drive researchers interested in them to seek integrative ap-
proaches to understand them.
3.1. Salamander tongues

I turn now to sketch elements of David Wake’s contributions to
integrative biology.8 Through his long career, Wake has studied a
wide range of problems in the evolution of form and function. In
addition to the evolution of salamander tongues and the feeding sys-
tem discussed here, he has studied in detail a broad range of aspects
of vertebrate morphology from head to toe (and tail) afforded by
commitment to the salamander platform, including bones, cartilage,
muscles, nerves, cells, proteins, and genes, and an equal range of as-
pects of salamander function and behavior, from feeding, to locomo-
tion, to modes of development. He has also studied a wide range of
evolutionary and ecological processes, including adaptive radiation,
speciation, convergent and parallel evolution, as well as problems
of habitat and diversity loss and conservation.

Together with student and then colleague, Eric Lombard, Wake
studied the morphology, function and evolution of tongues, the
hyobranchial system, and tongue projection as aspects of the feed-
ing system in the lungless salamander family Plethodontidae.
Wake had discussed tongue morphology and feeding in his disser-
tation (Wake, 1966), since these had been important characters in
the systematics literature on salamanders since the beginning of
the century, as well as key parts of this basic aspect of any animal’s
biology. Lombard worked on anatomy of the inner ear of salaman-
ders for his dissertation as Wake’s student at the University of Chi-
cago (completed in Berkeley in 1971; see Lombard, 2007), before
shifting focus to the evolution of tetrapods and eventually chang-
ing fields to work in vertebrate paleontology. The collaboration
continued after Wake left for California and Lombard continued
on the faculty at Chicago, teaching anatomy in the medical school.
or endemic to California fit the mission of the Museum established by first director
ollowing second director Alden Miller’s neo-tropical expansion of the museum’s scope,

ck. Because of the continual re-working and meta-working of each of his major results,
ne other, institutional aspects of his organizing work.
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Their collaboration produced four papers that they identified as
parts of a series on tongue evolution, Lombard and Wake (1976,
1977, 1986) and Wake, Roth, and Wake (1983). Lombard and Wake
(1976) focused on the biomechanics of the hyobranchial system,
including the ‘‘morphology of the skeleton, musculature, and con-
nective tissue of the feeding apparatus’’ (Lombard & Wake, 1986, p.
533). Using some idealizing assumptions, they generated a work-
ing hypothesis for a general mechanical model of a generic pleth-
odontid. Lombard and Wake (1977) then used this model as a
basis for describing the diversity of morphology across the approx-
imately 200 species and 27 genera of plethodontids known at the
time and proposed eight tongue feeding modes based on combina-
tions of the structures they had described in the earlier paper. The
1983 paper by Wake et al., third in the series, focused on the
peripheral innervation of the tongue. The fourth paper in the series,
Lombard and Wake (1986), focused on evolutionary relationships
among the genera and tribes of the family and the paths through
form-function space along which tongue evolution occurred. I
count more than 25 papers with Wake as an author that directly
advance or review tongue morphology, function and evolution. Pa-
pers not co-authored by Wake, including many by Gerhard Roth, a
colleague in Germany, expand the list further. Here, I focus on the
series of four papers, together with information from select other
papers that help make the case about Wake’s integrative approach.

3.2. Lombard and Wake (1976): integrating biomechanics

Without going into too much anatomical detail, the first paper
in the series aimed at understanding the mechanics and dynamics
of the feeding system. By the end of the series, Lombard and Wake
had worked out that there are three basic styles of feeding using
the projection of the tongue to catch prey with the sticky tongue
pad: a primitive attached tongue which can protrude a small
way from the mouth, an extremely specialized adaptation in which
the unattached (free) tongue and the hyoid skeletal apparatus can
be projected out of the mouth half the length of the body, and a
range of intermediate attached but projectible tongues. Some of
the more unusual features of the story include working out the
way in which the nerves controlling the muscles behave. In order
for the tongue to project, the nerves must be rather long, so they
have to be coiled up in resting position, a tricky morphological
problem. Also, the time it takes to project the tongue, catch the
prey, and retract it into the jaws is less than 50 milliseconds. It
was a surprise to discover that the projection and retraction mus-
cles are fired at the same time, but the mechanical lag in the hyoid
retraction set-up allows the tongue to be projected and then re-
tracted extremely rapidly (Thexton, Wake, & Wake, 1977). Another
central finding of the series is that projectible tongues evolved two
or three times independently within the family and this ‘‘homo-
plasy’’ or convergent evolution is a key phenomenon entangling
the morphological work with theoretical issues in the emerging
specialty of phylogenetics in the 1980s (Wake, 1996).

In the next paragraphs, my aim is not to detail all of the fasci-
nating work reported in these and allied papers, but rather to focus
on the integration of approaches used to do the work, how those
combinations changed over Wake’s career and the history of the
discipline, how empirical results were re-worked, and how the
re-working was combined with meta-work to organize the combi-
nations needed in order to serve in the integration of approaches,
and finally, how lessons about the integration of approaches were
‘‘exported’’ to the other participating specialties. My argument is
not that Wake succeeded in making ‘‘the salamander system’’ an
integrative research platform to rival more familiar models, such
9 Just look at their attentive description of the model in the geometrical terms of Huyg
as those built around the NIH model organisms. The argument in-
stead is that Wake’s strategy of integrating approaches represents
a distinctive mode of organization of ‘‘organismal’’ biological re-
search, one that played a role in the reorganization of the biological
sciences in the second half of the century. On the basis of this and
other cases, I hypothesize that many of the distinctive emergent
‘‘fields’’ in the second half of the century, such as evo-devo and
molecular epigenetics, share features with Wake’s integrative
strategy of research-systems work, though the comparative meth-
ods differ due to the differing affordances of model organisms and
model taxa.

Lombard and Wake (1976) is innovative for turning the estab-
lished relation between data and hypothesis in descriptive and
comparative evolutionary morphology inside out. Instead of using
descriptive anatomical data to suggest a functional hypothesis and
then drawing as conclusion a speculative natural selection scenario
for adaptive evolution, Lombard and Wake use a general mechan-
ical model to generate the functional hypothesis and then test
selection scenarios based on the functional hypothesis using com-
parative anatomical data. They develop a general mechanical
working hypothesis, using some idealizing assumptions such as ri-
gid rod behavior of the bones (even though these can, in fact,
bend), to characterize how tongue protrusion could come about
in a ‘‘generalized and unspecified plethodontid’’ (1976, p. 266).
The flow of the argument that then spreads over this and subse-
quent papers of the series looks similar to the descriptive anatomy
approach: from descriptive anatomy, to mechanics, to dynamics, to
function, to selection, but in fact the order is different: from anat-
omy, to mechanical model, to functional dynamics, to selection
hypothesis, to test of hypothesis via anatomical data fitting a mod-
el variant. The idealized working hypothesis of the 1976 paper
‘‘delimits morphospace possibilities,’’ given the general anatomy
and architecture of the system together with the idealizing
assumptions of the biomechanical model (see Fig. 1). Some simple
live animal experiments and specimen preparations then test the
working hypothesis and allow the researchers to refine the hypoth-
esis into a general, dynamic model. The model is expressed in
mechanical diagrams and drawings, together with a narrative of
steps or stages in the projection process (1976, p. 285). Adaptive
diversification due to natural selection scenarios can then be tested
by treating actual salamander feeding systems as variations on the
theme described in the general model, rather than merely offered
as a concluding interpretation or data-inspired just-so story of
the adaptive significance of the function inferred from the
mechanics.

The approach of the paper integrates approaches from two spe-
cialties (anatomy and biomechanics): anatomical description and
mechanical modeling in its use of the descriptive data to inform
the model and more data from species across the family to test
the model. Although one senses (reading between the lines) that
these scientists itched to apply their interest in mechanical model-
ing in this study,9 they frame the argument for integration as a mat-
ter of methodological need and expedience. The ballistic speed of the
feeding phenomenon made direct experimental studies difficult
using methods available at the time leading Lombard and Wake to
use modeling as a work-around for testing adaptive hypotheses
(1976, p. 266). Because Wake had been committed to the salaman-
der platform since his dissertation work in the 1960s, Lombard
and Wake a decade later could re-work the comparative anatomical
arguments and systematics conclusions of Wake (1966) using up-
dated lab techniques, including Lombard’s own innovations in serial
sectioning (embedding specimens in epoxy plastic rather than paraf-
fin to retain finer structure) along with animal sacrifice techniques
ens’ concept of a ‘‘tractrix’’ (1976, fn1, p. 276).



Fig. 1. Left. Lombard and Wake (1976, Fig. 2). Dorsal view of the hyobranchial skeleton of Eurycea bislineata. Only the left ceratohyal is shown. The figure displays the main
structural elements of the hyobranchial apparatus that is moved by muscles (not shown) to protrude or project the tongue in which the radial, lingual and basibranchial
cartilages are embedded. The three different projection types—attached-protrusible, attached-projectile, and free-projectile—are distinguished by how the muscles attach to
the cerato- and epi-branchials and the sequence of nerve firings that move them as levers. Right. Lombard and Wake (1976, Fig. 4). Schematic diagram of the main elements of
the plethodontid hyobranchial skeleton exemplified on the left. Fixed sites of articulation are numbered. Arrows indicate possible forces affecting skeleton dynamics. Relative
element lengths and forces interact to produce the different tongue projection types. Reprinted with permission of John Wiley and Sons. Permissions: Fig. 1 is reprinted with
the permission of John Wiley and Sons, copyright holder, from Fig. 2 (p. 270) and Fig. 4 (p. 273) of Lombard, R. E. and Wake, D. B. (1976), Tongue evolution in the lungless
salamanders, family plethodontidae I. Introduction, theory and a general model of dynamics. J. Morphol., 148: 265–286. doi: 10.1002/jmor.1051480302.
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which preserve the hyobranchial apparatus in mid-feeding, in order
to study anatomy in action.

Finally, the paper performs a bit of ‘‘meta-work’’ in its review of
the history of 20th century morphology: the integrative work of
the paper leads, the authors argue, to more satisfactory problem
solutions.10 Lombard and Wake note that the descriptive salaman-
der anatomy of 1900–1930 was augmented with systematics and
made comparative in the period 1930–1960 (as the modern evolu-
tionary synthesis emerged), and was again augmented by functional
studies in the 1960s and 70s. By integrating a general, predictive,
mechanical model with the comparative functional morphological
10 Scientific work and ‘‘metawork’’ (Gerson, this issue) in cases like the one discussed here
to a particular problem solution in a given study involves arguing that, in general, single
possible with a trans-specialty, integrative approach. That is, the structure of the argument
yields an ‘‘inference blocker’’ to conclusions drawn in another unless approaches are integ
thus become exemplars of new ways of working that represent partial integration of spec
work of the time, Lombard and Wake displayed how a more empir-
ically rigorous approach to an evolutionary morphology could be
achieved. In coming years, Wake would articulate a vision of evolu-
tionary morphology (e.g. Wake, 1982a) for a broader audience of
biologists.

3.3. Lombard and Wake (1977): integrating phylogeny

Lombard and Wake (1977) continue the series by exploring the
functional and evolutionary diversity of tongue projection struc-
tures and functions across the family Plethodontidae. As noted,
blur together because part of the scientific work of justifying an integrative approach
-specialty approaches tend to suffer certain limitations and that superior results are
justifying a particular empirical result involves showing that work from one specialty
rated. Results relying on integrative approaches that avoid such inference blocks can
ialties by means of integration of approaches.

http://10.1002/jmor.1051480302
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the paper summarizes eight functional tongue feeding modes
based on an array of unique combinations of structural elements.
They use their 1976 model to predict morphologies under a range
of hypothesized selection scenarios (favoring increased tongue
projection distance, speed, or directional versatility). They then
use comparative morphological data to evaluate selection hypoth-
eses for eight distinct groups of specialized Plethodontid
salamanders.

The approach combines functional considerations and the
general model of the previous paper in the series with tradi-
tional comparative anatomy to provide tests of hypotheses.
The consideration of phylogenetic diversity in this paper com-
plicates the picture of the previous paper. Both use traditional
approaches of comparative anatomy: seeking a ‘‘typological’’
(1977, p. 40) characterization of the feeding system structure,
but their use of this typology of ‘‘form-function’’ space in the
1977 paper is ‘‘heuristic’’ (ibid.). The general model ‘‘shows
the significance of particular form in analysis of function’’
(1977, p. 76). Phylogenetic considerations are also brought to
bear in their use of their own data plus more from the litera-
ture to test functional hypotheses derived from the general
model by means of comparative methods, in that the match
of their eight functional groupings to Wake’s (1966) previous
systematic groupings shows the results are ‘‘robust.’’ So, this pa-
per in the series makes use of the integrated approach of the
previous paper, but further adds phylogenetic considerations.
While the phylogeny used is that of Wake (1966), this further
integration opens up the potential for on-going re-working of
the problem solution as phylogenies and phylogenetic methods
are updated.

Phylogenetics was in a fluid state in the late 1970s. Hennig’s
masterwork, Phylogenetic Systematics, appeared in English in
1966, sparking the cladistics revolution (see Hull, 1988). The Pleth-
odontidae have been considered over a century of study a fairly
stable monophyletic group, but the relations among salamander
families have been contested, as have phylogenetic relations
among Plethodontid sub-groups (subfamilies, tribes, and super-
genera). The integration of phylogenetic thinking with compara-
tive functional anatomy as evolutionary morphology (Wake,
1982a), thus affords opportunities for new kinds of investigation
as well as the prospect of continual re-working of scientific prob-
lem solutions. Changes in phylogenetic inference methods through
the 1980s and 1990s, as well as the introduction of molecular char-
acter data, represent additional opportunities to rework particular
results, either because different methods of phylogenetic inference
yield conclusions of varying robustness about the evolution of
character novelties and innovations (such as free tongues and pro-
jectile feeding), or because the evolutionary pattern previously ac-
cepted has changed with a change of data to support the
phylogenetic inference (with concomitant changes in degree of
homoplasy across a phylogenetic tree).11

By the 1980s, Wake was differentiating his approach from
strictly cladistic ones (e.g. Wake, 1980), and adopting molecular
character data for phylogenetic inference so as to derive phyloge-
netic hypotheses independently from the morphological characters
of interest in his evolutionary morphology (e.g. Larson, Wake, Max-
son, & Highton, 1981). He continued to emphasize the value of an
integrative approach, arguing that the combination of molecular
11 Phylogenetic methods first changed with the introduction of maximum parsimony
followed by the advent of various ‘‘statistical phylogenetic’’ approaches such as maximu
molecular immunological characters through the technique of microcomplement fixation,
characters through sequencing.

12 Lombard and Wake use the terms ‘design constraints,’ ‘space constraints,’ and ‘ontogen
e.g. when they say: ‘‘the role of the hyobranchial apparatus in buccal pumping imposes c
discussion of what developmental constraints are, see Amundson (1994). See also Brigand
and morphological character data can lead to results that would
have been undetected with either kind of data alone. In the 1981
paper, Larson et al. combine microcomplement fixation studies of
albumin proteins with electrophoresis studies of protein data and
construct phylogenies using genetic distance measures (due to
Nei and to Fitch and Margoliash) as well as phylogenies of morpho-
logical data, including the tongue data of Lombard and Wake
(1977), using cladistic parsimony measures. They found high con-
gruence of the two types of data, but also discovered that some
previously accepted groups turn out to be paraphyletic rather than
monophyletic. They conclude that: ‘‘We suspect that in groups
where morphological evolution may be extremely conservative,
paraphyly of taxa may be very common. . . .These situations can
be detected only when we have combinations of molecular and
morphological data as presented in this paper’’ (1981, p. 420). Tak-
ing a molecular phylogenetic perspective on morphological novel-
ties integrates a new data source from another scientific specialty
with Wake’s increasingly integrated approach to evolutionary
morphology. The 1981 paper reworked an earlier ‘‘morphocline’’
analysis using only morphological data (Wake, 1960) and at the
same time contributed to the emerging debate across a range of
specialties using phylogenetic methods about the relative merits
of morphological and molecular data.

Returning to Lombard and Wake (1977), their efforts re-worked
the taxonomic description of Plethodontid species according to
their eight functional modes. In the course of the work, Lombard
and Wake recognized that a suite of other morphological changes
are correlated with the tongue projection specializations: notably
lunglessness or reduced lungs and direct development (lack of an
aquatic larval stage). These observations mark a substantial direc-
tion of Wake’s attention to ‘‘developmental constraints.’’ Lombard
and Wake point out, for example, that the hyobranchial system is
involved in working the lungs in respiration. Loss of lungs would
free buccal cavity space to evolve projectile feeding, so presence
of lungs is a constraint on the evolution of projectile tongue-based
feeding. The species with the most projectile tongues also lack lar-
val stages. They conclude that ‘‘These [tongue] folding patterns
have important implications for the degree of specialization that
can occur. Apparently the options represent ancient adaptive
‘‘choices,’’ and we believe that once specialization proceeds to a
certain, undetermined degree, no switching to the other projection
system is possible. We suggest that these options were exercised
very early in the history of the lineages which show extreme ton-
gue projection’’ (1977, p. 75). Thus, as the integration of phyloge-
netics, function, morphology, and mechanical modeling solves
problems of evolutionary morphology, new problems, such as the
role of developmental and morphological constraints in the origin
of evolutionary novelties arise.12

Finally, Lombard and Wake again engage in meta-work in the
form of presenting a concluding lesson for export to those special-
ties engaged in understanding the evolution of form: ‘‘At a more
general level, we hope that we have demonstrated the utility of
an approach to comparative morphology. By proceeding from the-
ory to model to comparative analysis we have shown that it is pos-
sible to make predictions and test hypotheses, rather than simply
to seek order and arrangement. Our general model forces into con-
sideration data that we might otherwise consider trivial’’ (1977, p.
76).
by cladists to compete with other ‘‘numerical’’ methods of phylogenetic inference,
m likelihood and bayesianism. Molecular character data were introduced first with
then protein characters through electrophoresis, and finally RNA and DNA sequence

etic constraints.’ They do not use the term ‘morphological contraints’, but it is implied,
onstraints on specialization in groups with lungs’’ (1977, p. 74). For a philosophical
t (in press).
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3.4. Wake et al. (1983): integrating neuroanatomy

The third paper in the tongue evolution series, Wake et al.
(1983), emerged out of a collaboration with a German colleague,
Gerhard Roth, who had visited Wake’s Berkeley lab in 1974 (Wake,
pers. comm., June 6, 2012). When the Wakes (David and Marvalee,
also a vertebrate biologist at UC Berkeley) took sabbatical in Ger-
many in Roth’s lab in 1982 (ibid.), David Wake found time to reflect
on his recent work in evolutionary morphology, leading to several
review essays (e.g. Wake, 1982a, 1982b). Roth’s interest in neuro-
anatomy led to collaboration on the nervous control of feeding.
Roth brought new methods to the collaboration (horseradish per-
oxidase tracer methods for tracking nerves). Following what the
authors called the ‘‘deductive’’ method (reasoning from the general
model) of the earlier papers in the series, which is contrasted with
the inductive approach of most comparative anatomy, Wake et al.
formulate hypotheses ‘‘in the form of predictions for deviations in
patterns of peripheral nerve distribution during the evolution of
tongue projection. This theoretical treatment will be the basis for
the organization of our comparative analyses’’ (1983, p. 212). Con-
sidering nerves further complicated the picture of tongue morphol-
ogy evolution from the previous papers in the series because the
patterns of innervation reveal further potentially independent der-
ivations of free projectile tongues and as many as six independent
origins of projectility just in the subfamily Plethodontinae (1983, p.
223).

In addition to integrating neuroanatomy along with osteology
among anatomical specialties, the third paper in the tongue series
extends the integration of phylogenetic thinking. Wake et al.
(1983) overtly and directly discusses theoretical issues in phyloge-
netics, noting that ‘‘No single phylogenetic hypothesis concerning
urodeles can be defended strongly’’ (p. 210). The phylogenetic pat-
tern of degree of tongue freedom and projectility has a complex
distribution among the four major sub-groups of Plethodontids
and the authors are led to conclude that their results ‘‘support
the idea of extensive parallel evolution in the family’’ (p. 233).
The parallel or ‘‘homoplasious’’ pattern of evolution of tongue mor-
phology is at this time becoming a pressing theoretical problem
reorganizing Wake’s research around the problem of homoplasy
as much as around the problems of evolutionary morphology.
The Plethodontid model taxon is on its way to becoming a model
system for the study of homoplasy.

3.5. Lombard and Wake (1986): integrating unparsimonious
evolutionary history

The last paper of the officially numbered series on tongue evo-
lution appeared in 1986, after Lombard had shifted fields to pale-
ontology, though continuing to teach anatomy in the University
of Chicago Medical School. Its primary focus is phylogeny and evo-
lution of feeding dynamics. This fourth paper is explicit in its atten-
tion to phylogenetic methods and systematics as a field to be
integrated with their evolutionary morphology. Their use is not
merely an ‘‘adoption’’ (see Gerson, this issue) because they do
not adopt cladistic methods unaltered and they aim to advertise
their modified cladistic approach as one worth adopting in the
practice of systematics suited to problems in evolutionary mor-
phology. Indeed, they argue for a phylogenetic hypothesis of ton-
gue evolution that is not the most parsimonious one revealed by
their analysis, accepting that attached projectile tongues evolved
multiple times in parallel from the primitive attached protrusible
state (1986, p. 546). They conclude that ‘‘The entire exercise re-
ported in this paper has been devoted to a parsimonious analysis
of a nonparsimonious system. We cannot escape the apparent fact
that tongue evolution has occurred convergently in the plethodon-
tid salamanders. . . .Evolution of projectile tongues has involved the
entrance of different lineage components into similar evolutionary
channels, constrained by the different histories of the lineages’’
(1986, p. 547). They criticize strict cladistic approaches on grounds
that such approaches assume homoplasy out of existence. They
write:

‘‘Cladistic methodologies generally have as a goal a statement of
the historical relationships of organisms and are not usually
concerned with what the final best statement may say about
the evolution of the components of the organisms. The usual
procedure in a cladistic study is to seek the phylogenetic state-
ment that maximizes those character states that are uniquely
derived and minimizes those that are convergent. The forma-
tion of such a phylogenetic statement is only a partial goal of
this study. In the following, we proceed on the premise that
any statement about the evolutionary relationships within a
group of organisms is also a statement about the evolution of
any part, or complex of parts, of these organisms. We are com-
bining aspects of the methodology of phylogenetic systematics
with the explicit goal of generating a scenario for the evolution
of a morphological complex’’ (p. 535).

The integrative approach of Lombard and Wake (1986) recog-
nizes three categories of tongue structure (attached protrusible, at-
tached projectile, and free projectile), based on the integration of
the mechanical model with comparative anatomy in the 1976 pa-
per, the eight functional modes, based on the integration of model,
anatomy, and function in the 1977 paper, and the homoplasy evi-
dence in the 1983 paper, based on consideration of nerves. This last
paper in the series re-works Wake’s (1966) phylogeny, acknowl-
edging that the new phylogenetic methods lead to a different
hypothesis having more support than Wake’s 1966 version. At
the same time, they recognize the possibility that future phyloge-
netic revisions, due either to changes of methods or of data or both,
could change the results yet again: ‘‘In comparison with the pro-
posal of Wake (1966), the arrangement in Fig. 4 appears to have
more support, but discovery of a single derived state supporting
a group P + H could shift attention once again to Wake’s earlier
hypothesis’’ (1986, p. 544).

The fourth paper also does meta-work, exporting a lesson about
integrative approaches to phylogenetic problems from evolution-
ary morphology to the systematics community. This paper ap-
peared in Systematic Zoology, whereas the previous three all
appeared in Journal of Morphology. They favor a neutral (‘‘equivo-
cal’’) stance with regard to homoplasy rather than an a priori
assumption that the evolutionary process will minimize it: ‘‘In
our view, a simple appeal to parsimony in order to select a working
hypothesis of plethodontid relationships from those supported by
derived states is unsatisfactory. Minimizing convergences as a
selection technique [among possible cladograms] indicates clado-
gram V3 (Fig. 1) as the strongest for the four group OTUs, while
being equivocal with respect to the relationships among the mem-
bers of group B (Fig. 2). Detailed consideration of the 11 characters
involved and some functional aspects of the feeding apparatus,
however, leads us to prefer cladogram V2 for the four group OTUs
and cladogram Bo2 for the members of B.’’ (1986, p. 540).

3.6. In the Wake of Wake’s integration of approaches

A single sketch sampling four papers out of 385 cannot do jus-
tice to the rich and varied research conducted by David Wake using
the Plethodontid platform, let alone the operation of the whole re-
search system he implemented for the study of problems in evolu-
tionary morphology. Briefly, after the series of four, formally
numbered papers was complete, the tongue evolution story served
for the next 25 years primarily as a worked exemplar in various
broader treatments of evolutionary morphology as an integration
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of specialties by means of integration of approaches. Developmen-
tal constraints arguments expanded throughout the 1980s, cham-
pioned by Pere Alberch, a student of Wake’s, and by Stephen Jay
Gould, a collaborator, among others (see Brigandt, in press). In
the 1990s, Wake argued, mostly on the basis of other equally
substantial case studies in evolutionary morphology, such as the
evolution of salamander autopodia (hands and feet), but including
the tongue evolution case as well, for another exportable lesson:
that convergent evolution could not be taken simply as evidence
of the operation of natural selection because developmental con-
straints could produce similar evolutionary patterns (e.g. Shubin
& Wake, 1996; Wake, 1991; see also Autumn et al., 2002).

In the 2000s, one of Wake’s students, along with a number of
other laboratories, began to incorporate mitochondrial and nuclear
gene DNA sequence data into phylogenetic studies of salamander
evolution (Mueller, Macey, Jaekel, Wake, & Boore, 2004; Vieites,
Román, Wake, & Wake, 2011). Although the family Plethodontidae
is monophyletic, the extreme level of homoplasy in the order Cau-
data made it very difficult to resolve the subgroups into a consis-
tent set of monophyletic subclades. Molecular phylogenetic work
has the potential to solve such puzzles, and the salamanders have
been recognized as an important model system for such work
(Wiens, Bonett, & Chippendale, 2005).13 The goal of such work is
to use molecular character data to resolve phylogenies in situations
where morphological data alone could be misleading, e.g. due to the
role of paedomorphic development and homoplasy. It is beyond the
scope of this essay to review this work, but for present purposes,
there is no need. The work of the last decade continues a trend set
up in the 1960s and 1970s of re-working results in evolutionary
morphology based on advances in the specialties linked together
by Wake’s integrative approach, driven by commitment to the Pleth-
odontid salamanders as a research platform, and encouraged by the
comparative nature of the work of bringing morphological studies
into an evolutionary context.

Nearly fifty years since the publication of his dissertation, Wake
continues to re-work the tongue evolution story. Together with
Lombard and David Blackburn, Wake is now working to show that
new phylogenies exploiting the ‘‘explosion of DNA sequence data’’
provide evidence that previously high rates of homoplasy in adult
tongue characters in the Plethodontid salamanders were underes-
timates by far. The results reaffirm the conclusion that morpholog-
ical evolution ‘‘takes place within an organismal context in which
there are limited pathways of change that are entered repeatedly.
Important evolutionary transitions, rather than being unique
events, may turn out to be nearly inevitable outcomes of past evo-
lution that has set the stage by establishing an integrated system
involving biomechanics, development, and genetics in the appro-
priate ecological milieu.’’ (Wake, Blackburn, & Lombard, in press).
4. Conclusion

In a 1982 general essay for Perspectives on Biology and Medicine,
‘‘Functional and Evolutionary Morphology,’’ Wake assessed the his-
tory of decline of anatomy in Britain and the US and the renais-
sance of morphology, which he attributed in part to the
combination of comparative methods with experimental methods.
Indeed, he defined the field in terms of that combination: ‘‘I define
functional and evolutionary morphology as that field of science
which examines the evolution of form by combining comparative
and experimental methods of analysis’’ (1982a, p. 605). He con-
trasted biomechanical and adaptationist approaches to the expla-
13 ‘‘Evolutionary developmental biology (‘‘evo-devo’’) has revolutionized evolutionary bio
scale developmental changes in distantly related lineages can dramatically mislead phy
systems in many fields of biology and are of special interest in that many species are pae
nation of form and both of these to the approach based on the
idea that there is an independent science of form: ‘‘there is more
to an independent field of science,’’ Wake writes, ‘‘than utility to
some other field!’’ (p. 613). He suggests that ‘‘functional morphol-
ogists have a unique opportunity to integrate their studies into
evolutionary biology’’ (p. 614) by demonstrating morphological
constraints on adaptation, as he and colleage Eric Lombard had
done in the tongue evolution papers. He endorses his student, Pere
Alberch’s, studies in this vein, though suggesting that studies of the
evolution of complex morphologies using his methods should be
complemented by biochemical and immunological approaches (p.
615), and then goes beyond his initial formulation of the field as
a combination of comparative and experimental methods to sug-
gest that ‘‘it will be increasingly important for morphologists to
work as developmental biologists, biomechanical engineers, math-
ematical biologists, molecular biologists, and even population and
community ecologists. Not for a moment do I advocate departing
from morphology to these areas. Rather, I believe that instead of
making morphology relevant to these areas, it is morphologists
who must take the lead in making neighboring disciplines relevant
to morphology’’ (p. 616). He then proposes that morphologists
should re-do Boag and Grant’s 1981 study of natural selection in
Darwin’s Finches to examine the genetic and developmental basis
and functional significance of morphological differences among
individuals and how these translate into adaptive radiation of the
group. Such ambitions for integrative biology require anchoring. I
have argued that in Wake’s case, the ambition developed in tan-
dem with the anchor: a model platform rich enough to anchor an
integration of approaches that span the morphological specialties.

I have argued that a combination of factors contributed to the
integrative practice that I have called an integration of approaches,
following the language of my subject, David Wake. Wake worked
at the leading edge of evolutionary morphology, a specialty that re-
sulted from an intersection of comparative anatomy, functional
morphology, systematics, and evolutionary biology, but drew in
many others and helped define the emerging field of evolutionary
developmental biology. Wake’s commitment to salamanders as a
research platform, and especially the monophyletic family Pletho-
dontidae, together with his move from an anatomy department to
a natural history museum, lowered the opportunity cost for re-
working empirical results as new methods, concepts, theories,
and data became available. Some of these methods, concepts, the-
ories, and data, were the products of other specialties, such as phy-
logenetic systematics, molecular genetics, and developmental
biology. Re-working thus helps drive interest in integrative ap-
proaches in order to take advantage of opportunities that arise out-
side the core specialty. Work organized around a system makes it
easier to change (or add) problems rather than requiring a shift
to new platforms. Moreover, because organisms and clades are
themselves causally integrated, pursuit of interest in one problem
tends to lead to discovery and pursuit of many others because
the problems come in causally connected packages.

Finally, the role of Plethodontid salamanders as a model taxon
for evolutionary morphological research tended to reinforce com-
parative approaches because comparative methods, as Darwin
showed, are a critical tool for the discovery of evolutionary rela-
tionships. I have shown, by sketching some elements of a single,
extended, case of reworking results of studies of the evolution of
tongue morphology and feeding systems that integration of ap-
proaches can be a coherent, successful mode of integration. The
tongue evolution series of papers was used to display how ap-
proaches from anatomy and biomechanics could be integrated
logy but has had relatively little impact on systematics. We show that similar large-
logenetic analyses based on morphological data. Salamanders are important model
domorphic and thus never complete metamorphosis’’ (Wiens et al., 2005, p. 91).
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through modeling, how approaches from these specialties could be
further integrated with approaches from phylogenetics and neuro-
anatomy, and finally how those approaches had to be modified in
the course of the integration to accommodate a change of assump-
tions to deal with the ‘‘unparsimonious’’ history of the Plethodon-
tid salamanders. Together with another paper arguing that Wake
was an important founder of evo-devo (Griesemer, in press), the
argument of this paper suggests that integration of approaches
may be a significant factor in the emergence of evo-devo and sim-
ilarly organized ‘‘junctures’’ (Gerson, in press). I do not draw the
conclusion that ‘‘approaches’’ are the most useful or important
units for studies of integration, but that they played a key role in
Wake’s articulation and export of ‘‘lessons’’ to other specialties as
part of the ‘‘meta-work’’ of organizing integrative work as well as
justifying particular inferences and explanations in the study of
patterns and mechanisms of salamander tongue evolution. Broader
assessments of the value of my approach to integration require fur-
ther cases and comparative analysis not offered here.

A limitiation of this paper is that in focusing nearly exclusively
on the work of one researcher and his implementation of the sala-
mander platform, it may appear that Wake is merely a comparative
or evolutionary morphologist practicing his specialty by adopting
methods and ideas from other specialties as needed. I think Wake’s
activities show that he is at least mindful, and to an extent success-
ful, in creating partial integration of specialties through his integra-
tion of approaches. I am not arguing that Wake’s salamander
biology, or salamander evolutionary morphology, has become a
specialty in its own right. Further institutional developments
would be required to achieve that level of integration (Bechtel,
2006; Gerson, this issue). Wake’s meta-work aims to mount an
argument that certain specialties, through the strengths and limi-
tations of their approaches, are co-dependent for the successful
solution to certain problems in evolutionary biology at the inter-
section between them. Adaptationists need biomechanics and
developmental biology to drive the articulation of function hypoth-
eses that can be rigorously tested; selection scenarios and adapta-
tionist just-so stories won’t cut it. Morphologists need molecules to
drive or aid phylogenetic inference: morphology alone won’t cut it
because of the problem of morphological homoplasy. Likewise,
molecular phylogeny alone won’t cut it because it does not address
questions of morphological novelty—a key component of any satis-
factory evolutionary theory. On a more methodological plane, one
needs developmental mechanics in addition to adaptive functional
explanation because the former can produce the same evolution-
ary patterns as the latter. In other words, the presence of develop-
mental constraints is a potential inference blocker from
convergence patterns to selection processes, as homoplasy is a po-
tential inference blocker of strict cladistic parsimony (and other
phylogenetic inference methods, see Wiens et al., 2005). Support
for the interpretation of Wake’s work as achieving partial integra-
tion of specialties by integration of approaches can be found in the
extensive efforts Wake devoted to the ‘‘meta-work’’ of articulating
how to integrate approaches and to exporting lessons to those
other specialties that could also be enhanced by practicing Wake’s
particular integrative approach. Some of Wake’s most notable re-
cent papers are framed as such lessons (see especially Autumn
et al., 2002; Wake, 2009). I do not think ‘‘commander salamander’’
would trouble himself writing such essays were it not important to
change the field as well as to find out what makes salamanders tick.
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